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TITLE I THE AGREEMENT 
100 Statement ofFacts 
This Agreement entered into by the TOWN OF CORTLANDT, New York, 
(hereinafter referred to as the "EMPLOYER") and LOCAL 456, 
INTERNATIONAL BROTIIERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS (hereinafter referred to 
as the "UNION") has as its purpose the promotion of harmonious relations between 
the Employer and the Union; the establishment of an equitable and peaceful 
procedure for the resolution of differences, and the establishment of rates of pay, 
hours ofwork and other conditions ofemployment. 
101 Pledge Against Discrimination and Coercion 
101.1 The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied equally to all Employees in the 
bargaining unit without discrimination as to age, sex and marital status, race, color 
creed, national origin, or political affiliation. The Union shall share equally with the 
Employer the responsibility for applying this provision of the Agreement If a 
discrimination charge is first filed with a federal or state court or agency, it shall not 
be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedure. 
101.2 All references to Employees in this Agreement designate both sexes and wherever 
the male gender is used it shall be construed to include male and female Employees. 
101.3 The Employer agrees not to interfere with the rights of Employees to become 
members of the Union, and that there will be no discrimination, interference, 
restraint, or coercion by the Employer or an employer representative against any 
Employee because ofUnion membership or because of any Employee activity in an 
official capacity on behalf ofthe Union. 
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101.4	 The Union recognizes its responsibility as bargaining agent and agrees to represent 
all Employees in the bargaining unit without discrimination, interference, restraint 
or coercion. 
102	 Savings Clause 
Should any title, section or portion thereof of this Agreement be held unlawful and 
unenforceable by a comt of competent jurisdiction, such decision of the comt shall 
only apply to the specific title, section or portion thereof, directly specified in the 
decision upon the issuance of such a decision, the parties agree immediately to 
negotiate a substitute for the invalidated title, Section or portion thereof. 
103	 Statutory Provision 
IT IS UNDERSTOOD BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY 
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE 
ACfION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATIONS BY AMENDMENT OF 
LAW OR .BY PROVIDING THE ADDmONAL FUNDS THEREFOR 
SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE 
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
104 Total Agreement 
Notwithstanding any Personnel Rules and Regulations, Local Law, or other laws 
that previously were in effect to the contrary, all the foregoing and succeeding 
provisions constitute the entire Agreement between the parties and shall supersede 
any and all such previous rules, regulations, and laws which are less beneficial to 
Employees and no verbal statement or other amendments, except an amendment 
mutually agreed upon between the Union and the Town, in writing annexed hereto 
designated as an amendment to this Agreement, shall superSede or vary the 
provisions herein. However, this clause will not supersede the rights set forth under 
Section 200 of this Agreement. 
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105 
105.1 
105.2 
TITLE 2 
200 
200.1 
200.2 
201 
Termination and Modification 
This Agreement shall be effective as of the 1st day of January, ~ and shall 
remain in full force and effect until December 31, ~. 
Any modification to this Agreement shall not become effective until the terms of the 
modifications are set forth in writing and signed by the Town and the Union. 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
General Provision 
a.	 The Union recognizes the right of the Employer to manage, but not in 
conflict with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and the employer 
recognizes its responsibility to direct the work force so that the dignity of 
labor ofthe individual shall be protected. 
b.	 The Employer shall so administer its responsibilities as to be impartial and 
fair to all Employees. 
Except as limited by other provisions oftbis Agreement, all of the authority, rights 
and responsibilities possessed by the Town are retained by it including but not 
limited to the right to determine the facilities, method and means for the conduct of 
Town programs in accordance with the law. 
Strikes 
No strikes ofany kind shall be caused or sanctioned by the Union during the term of 
this Agreement. 
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TITLE 3 UNION RIGHTS 
300 Recognition 
300.1	 The Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent for 
the purpose ofestablishing salaries/wages, hOllIS, and other terms and conditions of 
employment and the administration of grievances arising thereunder for the term of 
this Agreement for all permanent full time and regular permanent part time 
Employees of the Employer within the Departments and Divisions of the Town of 
Cortlandt as set forth below in Section 300.2. 
300.2	 The following titles shall be covered by this Agreement (hereinafter referred to as 
"Employees"): 
Bookkeeper, Program Coordinator, Youth Advocate, 
Recreation Supervisor, Deputy Director ofPlanning, Assistant Planner, 
Building Inspector, Court Clerk, Deputy Director ofCode Enforcement 
Deputy Comptroller, Working Superintendent ofHighways 
Deputy Town Clerk, Purchasing Director, Recreation Supervisor II, Recreation 
Supervisor, Youth Service Coordinator, Senior Youth Aide, Environmental 
Monitor, Assistant Director ofTechnical Services, Open Space Coordinator and 
Distribution Superintendent, Senior Assistant Planner, Senior Recreation Leader, 
Senior Recreation Leader - Senior Citizens and Building, Grounds and Park Lands 
Manager. 
Excluded:	 All other Employees ofthe Town. 
301	 Check offofUnion Dues 
301.1	 All Employees who are members of the Union and covered by this Agreement shall 
tender their membership dues to the Union by signing the authorization for Payroll 
Deduction ofUnion Dues on forms provided by the Union. 
301.2	 a. The employer agrees to deduct Union Membership dues in accordance with 
the amount certified by the Union and any additional deduction for programs 
made available through the Union. 
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b. All deductions shall be treated as one deduction entitled "Union Dues". 
c. Agency Shop: All present or future Employees of the Bargaining Unit as 
described under Section 300.1 and. 300.2 of this Agreement who do not 
become members of the Union within thirty (30) days after their hiring date 
or the execution date of this Agreement, whichever comes first, shall be 
required to pay a Service Fee equivalent to the current Union Dues to Local 
456, I.B.T. as long as such Service Fee is consistent with the provisions of 
the laws of the State of New York. The Employer will be advised of the 
amount of the Fee and any subsequent charges in said Fee within ten (10) 
working days of their adoption. The Union represents that it maintains a 
refund procedure with respect to agency fee collections in conformity with 
the requirements of state and federal law. The Union shall provide a copy of 
same to the Employer within ten (10) days after the signing of this 
Agreement and shall provide the Employer with a copy of any changes it 
may make in such procedure within ten (10) days after the adoption of such 
change. 
d. The Union shall indemnify and hold the Employer harmless against any and 
all disputes, claims, liabilities, and costs, including but not limited to 
reasonable attorney fees, which may arise out of its collection of dues or 
agency (service) fees under this Agreement or the refund procedure required 
bylaw. 
301.3 a. Payroll deduction of Union dues under the properly executed Authorization 
for Payroll Deduction of Union Dues Forms shall become effective at the 
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time the fonn is signed by the Employee and shall be deducted by the next 
full pay period and monthly thereafter from the pay ofthe Employee. 
b.	 Payroll deductions for Service Fees shall be withheld from the Eniployees' 
wages each month by the Employer. 
301.4	 The aggregate total of all such deductions (Union Dues and Service Fees), together 
with a list ofchanges in Union membership from whom Union Dues and/or Service 
Fees have been deducted shall be remitted by the Town to Local 456, I.B.T., 160 
South Central Avenue, Elmsford, New York 10523, on or before the 10th of each 
month. 
301.5	 Any change in the amount of Union Dues to be deducted must be certified by the 
Union in writing and be forwarded to the Employer. 
302 Bulletin Boards 
302.1	 The Employer agrees to provide adequate space on bulletin boards for the exclusive 
use of the Union to post notices and other Union information. Said bulletin boards 
shall be located at Employee work sites. 
. 302.2	 No material should be posted which is inflammatory or critical to the Employer or 
any Town Officials. 
303 Access to Premises 
303.1	 The Employer agrees on reasonable notice to permit representatives of the 
International Union, the Union Co\Dlcil, and the Local Union to enter the premises 
of the Employer dwing work hours for individual discussions and administration of 
the Agreement, provided such representation does not unduly interfere with the 
performance ofduties assigned to the Employees. 
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303.2	 In addition, on reasonable notice to the Town, the Employer shall permit the use of 
Town facilities a the various work locations for explanation of Union sponsored 
insurance programs during working hours, appropriate representatives of the Union 
will be present 
304	 Aid to Other Unions 
'the Employer agrees that it will not aid, promote or finance any other labor group 
or organization which purports to engage in collective bargaining on the part of the 
Employees covered under this Agreement and that the payroll deduction of dues for 
any such other organization shall not be pennitted. 
305	 Notification ofNew Employees 
305.1	 The Employer agrees to notify the Union, in writing, of all new Employees covered 
by this Agreement, at the time of hire or appointment Such notification shall 
include the Employee's job classification, work location and home address. 
305.2	 The Employer shall furnish each Employee with the Westchester County Civil 
Service Specification for his/her job title. 
306	 Union Activities On Employer's Time and Premises 
Subject to approval of the Department Head or designee, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, the Employer agrees that during working hours on the 
Employer's premises and without loss of pay, the Chief Shop Steward or hislher 
designee shall be allowed to: 
1) Post Union notices; 
2) Transmit communications authorized by the Local Union or its 
officers to the Employer or the Employer's representatives; 
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3)	 Consult with the Employer, or the Employer's representatives, or 
Union representatives concerning the enforcement of any provisions 
of this Agreement, provided such activity does not unduly interfere 
with the performance ofduties assigned to the Employees. 
307	 Contract Negotiations 
307.1	 The Employer will give time off with no loss of pay for not more than three (3) 
members of the Union Contract Negotiating Committee to participate in contract 
negotiations if such meetings are held after 2:00 P.M. on work days. Negotiations 
scheduled prior to 2:00 P.M. on work days, if scheduled by the Town, shall be 
without loss ofpay. 
307.2	 No more than one (1) person from anyone department shall be permitted time off 
with pay for negotiations during regular working hours. 
308 Union Leave 
308.1	 The Chief Shop Steward and hislher designee shall be permitted to attend any 
function of the International Union, Council or other body to which it is affiliated, 
shall be granted the necessary time off without loss of either time or pay, provided 
that said time does not exceed an aggregate of three (3) work days per year, and that 
advance notification is given to the Employer in writing by the Union at least five 
(5) work days prior to such date the particular function is scheduled. A maximum 
of one (1) Employee from any department shall be allowed to be on Union time at 
anyone time. 
308.2	 Upon application by the Union in writing, the Town Board at its discretion, may 
grant additional days. 
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309 WodclSafety Rules 
309.1 The Employer agrees that new work roles or changes in existing work roles shall not 
become effective until they have been posted prominently on all appropriate bulletin 
boards for aperiod of five (5) consecutive work days and provided that said notice 
does not effect the smooth operation of the Town. Safety roles shall become 
effective immediately after postingt provided that the Union has been given prior 
notice ofthem.. 
309.2 An unresolved complaint as to whether any new work rule is arbitrary and 
capricioust or any complaint involving discrimination in the application of new or 
changes in existing work rules, shall be resolved through the grievance procedure. It 
is not the intent ofthis clause to impede productivity. 
309.3 Work usually performed by Employees in the bargaining unit shall not be performed 
by other persons. 
309.4 An Employee who fails to comply with a work/safety rule may be subject to 
discipline or discharge procedures. 
310 Lockouts 
No lockouts of Employees shall be instituted by the Employer during the term of 
this Agreement. 
TITLE 4 EMPLOYEES'RIGHTS 
400 Safety Enforcement 
a. No Employee shall be required to perform work that endangers bim/her or 
any other Employee's health or physical safety, or under conditions which 
are in violation of the health and safety rules of any local, state or federal 
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health or safety rule. 
b.	 No Employee shall be required to drive a Town vehicle without a proper . 
class license. 
c.	 No Employee will be required to operate a Town vehicle that will not meet 
minimum. New York State Division ofMotor Vehicle inspection standards. 
401	 Disabled Employees 
The Employer shall make an effort to place Employees who become partially 
disabled on their present job to work which they are able to perform pursuant to the 
American's with Disability Act and/or other relevant statutes. 
402	 Discipline and Discharge 
Section 1: Those Employees whose term of office is defined by New York 
State Law may be discharged by the Town at the conclusion of their legislated term. 
If so discharged, those Employees shall be entitled to payment of all accumulated 
benefits due the Employee under the terms ofthis Agreement In addition, payment 
ofup to two-hundred forty (240) hours ofaccumulated compensatory time. 
Section 2: All Employees, including those Employees defined in Section 1 of 
this Article during the period of their statuary term, may only be disciplined and/or 
discharged for just cause. 
Section 3: In the event that there is a dispute between the Union and the Town 
as to the discipline and/or discharge of an Employee the matter shall be resolved 
pursuant to Level 3 ofthe Grievance Provisions set forth in this Agreement. 
Section 4: . Employees, other than those Employees referenced in Section 1 of 
this Article, at the end of their legislative term if suspended without pay and/or 
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terminated. shall continue to receive health and dental benefits on themselves and 
their eligible dependents during the term of such suspension or tennination until the 
completion ofthe appeals available to them pursuant to law. 
Section 5: Employees who are disciplined, suspended or terminated, including 
those Employees referenced to in Section 1 of this Article, shall within five (5) days 
of such suspension or termination, be entitled to written charges setting forth the 
specifics of the charges which led to their discipline, suspension or discharge. A 
copy of such charges and specifications shall be mailed to the Employee by certified 
mail, return receipt requested, at the Employees home address on file with the 
employer, with a copy to the Union at their business office at 160 South Central 
Avenue, Elmsford, New York 10523. 
. Section 6: Within ten (10) days of receipt of the specifications and charges the 
Employee or the Union in hislher behalf, shall notify the Town Attorney that the 
Employee wishes to appeal the discipline imposed; such notification to the Town 
Attorney shall be sent by certified mail, return receipt 
Section 7: Upon receipt of the notification of appeal the Town Attorney shall 
contact the Union to set a meeting to attempt to resolve the disciplinary matter. 
Such meeting shall be held within ten (10) days of the date on which the Town 
Attorney received the notice of appeal from the Employee or the Union. 
Section 8: The Employee, at any time during this procedure, may elect to be 
represented by a private attorney retained and paid by the Employee. In the event 
that an Employee elects to retain a private attorney the private attorney retained by 
the Employee shall notify the Town and the Union by certified mail that he/she will 
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represent the Employee in regards to the disciplinary matter. When the Employee is 
represented by a private attorney, the Town shall notify the Union of any meetings 
and/or hearings regarding the disciplinary matter, and the Union is entitled to be 
present to protect the interests ofthe Union. 
Section 9: In the event that the disciplinary matter is not resolved at the prior 
proceeding (Section 7 of this Article) the matter shall be subject to arbitration 
starting at Level 3 ofthe Grievance Provisions set forth in this Agreement. 
Section 10: The parties agree that this Discipline and Discharge procedure is the 
exclusive remedy for appeal of disciplinary charges and is in lieu of Section 75 and 
76 of the New York State Civil Service Law. 
402.1	 Reinstatement 
If in any case where an Employee has been suspended or terminated pending the 
outcome of arbitration proceeding, an arbitrator finds that such suspension or 
discharge was unwarranted or that the penalty was too severe, then the Employee 
shall receive all rights and conditions of employment as may be determined by the 
arbitrator. 
TITLES	 GRIEVANCE PROVISIONS 
500	 Grievance Procedure 
Any grievance or dispute which may arise between the parties in the application, 
meaning, or interpretation of this Agreement, shall be settled in the following 
manner: 
a.	 LEVEL 1: the Chief Shop Steward or other authorized officer of the Union, 
with or without the Employee, at the Union's discretion, shall submit 
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the grievance or dispute to the Deparbnent Head in writing within 
twenty (20) work days of its occurrence, or twenty (20) work days 
from the date the Chief Shop Steward or an authorized official ofthe 
Union became aware of the grievance, he/she shall submit it in 
writing within twenty (20) working days of hislher knowledge of its 
occurrence. However, in no case shall the grievance be considered 
by the Town if it is older than sixty (60) calendar days of its 
occurrence. 
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Delegate at 160 South Central Avenue, Elmsford, New York 
10523. 
(3)	 If the grievance is still unsettled either party may, within 
thirty (30) days after the reply of the Town Supervisor or 
hislher designee is due by written notice to the other, request 
arbitration. 
501	 Arbitration 
LEVEL 3 
501.1	 a. The arbitration proceedings shall be conducted by an arbitrator to be selected 
by the Employer and the Union. 
b.	 In the event that the parties are unable to agree on an arbitrator within twenty 
(20) days the unresolved dispute will be submitted to the New York State 
Public Employment Relations Board pursuant to P.E.RB. Rules and 
Procedures for Voluntary Arbitration. 
501.2	 The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties. The 
arbitrator shall be requested to issue hislher decision within thirty (30) days after the 
. conclusion oftestimony and argument. 
501.3	 No arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance procedure shall have any 
power to amend, modify or delete any provisions ofthis Agreement. 
501.4	 Expenses for the arbitrator's services shall be borne equally by the Employer and the 
Union. 
501.5	 If either party desires a verbatim record of the proceeding, it may cause such a 
record to be made, providing it pays for the record and makes copies available 
without charge to the other party and to the arbitrator. 
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502 Matters Relevant to Grievance Procedures 
502.1 The time limits to the grievance procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in 
writing. 
502.2 Any step of the grievance procedure and/or time limits may be bypassed by mutual 
agreement, in writing. 
503. ChiefShop Steward and Grievance Committee 
503.1 a. An Employee selected by the Union to act as Union representative shall be 
known as the "ChiefShop Steward". 
b. The name of the Chief Shop Steward and Union representative(s) who may 
represent the Employees shall be certified in writing to the Employer by the 
Union, and the individuals so certified shall constitute the Union Grievance 
Committee. 
503.2 Any Grievance Committee meetings with the Employer, shall be during normal 
working hours, on the Employer's premises, and without loss of time or pay to the 
ChiefShop Steward and Employee(s) involved in the grievance. 
503.3 The Chief Shop Steward, the Union Delegate, and the Union attorney (or their 
designee(s» shall represent the members ofthe bargaining unit. 
504 Processing Grievances During Warking Hours 
504.1 a. After notice to the Department Head, the Chief Shop Steward shall be 
permitted reasonable periods of time to investigate and process grievances 
during working hours without loss ofpay. 
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b. Every effort should be made not to interfere with operation ofTown facilities. 
TITLE 6 SENIORITY 
600 Definitions 
Seniority means any Employee's length of continuous service with the Employer 
since hislher last date of hire. A permanent part-time Employee who becomes full 
time shall be cIedited with the appropriate pro-rata share of seniority based on 
hislher continuous part-time work prior to hislher full-time appointment. Such 
credit shall be made retroactively for all current full time Employees. 
601 Probation Period 
601.1 a. All newly hired Employees shall be considered as probationary Employees 
for the first three (3) months oftheir employment. 
b. When an Employee compl~s hislher probationary period, he/she shall be 
entered on the seniority list retroactive to hislher date ofhire. 
c. There shall be no seniority among probationary Employees; however, 
probationary Employees shall receive all economic benefits afforded to all 
regular Employees. 
d. Probationary Employees will accrue sick and vacation time but there will be 
no entitlement on their part to use said time until after their probationary 
period terminates. In the event that a probationary Employee is terminated 
dming or at the end of their probationary period no accrued benefits shall be 
paid. 
601.2 The Union shall represent all probationary Employees for the purpose of collective 
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bargaining in respect to wages/salaries and fringe benefits as set forth in this 
Agreement. 
602	 Seniority Lists 
On July Ist of each year, the Employer will provide the Union with a listing of all 
bargaining unit members and their date ofhire. 
603	 Breaks in Continuous Service 
603.1	 An Employee's continuous service record shall be broken by voluntary resignation, 
discharge for just cause, and retirement. 
603.2.	 a. Ifan Employee is rehired to work hislher former position, class and titlet or 
similar position, within one (1) year, the break in continuous service shall be 
removed. from hislher record. 
b.	 All voluntary leaves of absence and voluntary resignations will result in a 
reduction of seniority equal to the length of that leave except for child care 
leave of up to one (1) year following the birth or adoption of a child and 
leave granted pursuant to the Family Leave Act. Board resolutions granting 
the leaves of absence will clearly specify the nature of such leaves and the 
applicability ofthis section. 
TITLE 7 WORK FORCE CHANGES 
700 Promotion and Filling ofVacancies 
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700.1 Exempt and Non-Competitive Class 
a.	 The tenn promotion means the advancement of an Employee to a higher 
paying	 position or the reassignment of an Employee to a higher paying 
position. 
b.	 Whenever an opportunity for promotion occurs or a job opening occurs in 
other than a temporary situation in any existing job classification, or as a 
result of the development or establishment of a new job classification, a 
notice of such opening shall be posted on all bulletin boards, stating the job 
classification, rate of pay, and the nature of the job requirements in order to 
qualify. Eligibility for applying for such position shall be as follows: ' 
1.	 Request and Resume - within ten (l0) work days of such posting a 
written request for transfer in writing, including a resume, must be 
submitted to the Town Supervisor. The request shall be effective for 
a period ofsix (6) months. 
2.	 Such posting will be posted in all Town departments for a·period of 
ten (10) work days. Employees within the department where the 
opening exists will be the first to be considered. If the job is not 
filled from within the Department, then those Employees holding 
positions of equal or higher classification shall first be considered, 
then all other Employees. 
3.	 During the aforesaid period, Employees who wish to apply, 
including those Employees on layoff, may do so. 
4.	 The Employer shall fill such openings or vacancies, from among 
those Employees who have applied, who meet the standards of the 
job requirement, except that if there is more than one (l) Employee 
who is qualified for the job, then such position shall be filled by 
selecting from among the three (3) most senior Employees. 
5.	 Any Employee selected in accordance with the procedure set forth 
above shall undergo a trial period of a minimum of thirty (30) days, 
. but not to exceed sOO}r (60) days. 
6.	 If it is found that such Employee does not meet the requirements or 
responsibilities of the position to which he/she has been selected 
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during the trial period, then such Employee shall be restored to 
hislher former position. 
700.2	 Competitive Classifications 
Whenever a job opening occurs in Competitive Civil Service job classifications, the 
nonna! procedure for the selection of candidates from an appropriate Civil Service 
Eligibility List shall apply, except: 
1) That candidates of an established promotional list shall be given preference 
before any other considerations are made; 
2)	 That selections from the promotional list shall be made until the entire list of 
names is exhausted before any consideration may be given to the names 
appearing on any other list that may be in effect; 
3)	 That upon the exhaustion of the entire list of names appearing on a 
promotional eligibility list and upon the absence of any other established 
Civil Service Eligibility List, selection of Employees for provisional 
appointments to such job openings shall be made in accordance with the 
Westchester County Personnel Rules and Regulations. 
701	 Temporary Job Openings 
701.1	 Temporary job openings are defined as job vacancies that may periodically develop 
in any job classification because of illness, vacation, or leave of absence or for any 
other reason. 
701.2	 Employees assigned to temporary job openings shall be paid the wage rate 
established for the job or their own wage rate, whichever is higher. Time off 
(holidays, vacation, etc.) shall be compensated at the higher rate. 
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.., 
701.3 Transfers 
a	 Employees desiring to transfer to other jobs shall submit an application in 
writing, including a resume, to their immediate Supervisor and the Town 
Supervisor. Such request for transfer shall be valid for six (6) months from 
the date the request was submitted. 
b.	 The application shall state the reason for the requested transfer. 
Employees requesting transfer shall be transferred to equal or lower paying 
classifications if a vacancy exists and if the Department Head for the 
department into which transfer is sought approves the transfer. In reviewing 
applications for transfer, the Department Head shall consider the Employee's 
qualifications and abilities. If within no less than thirty (30) days and not 
more than sixty (60) days of the transfer, the Department Head determines 
that the Employee does not meet the requirements or responsibilities of the 
position to which he/she has been transferred, the Employee shall be 
restored to hislher former position. This clause shall prevail only for the 
purposes of Section 700.1. The Employee's seniority, as far as the new 
department shall be measured by hislher date of transfer for a period of one 
(1) year after which hislher full Town seniority will prevail. 
c.	 Where an Employee is subject to an involuntary transfer, the Employer shall 
give written notice of such transfer or relocation to the Employee within 
twenty (20) work days prior to such proposed effective date, with a copy 
going to the Chief Shop Steward or hislher designee and to the Union. Said 
transfer will not be discriminatory. 
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d.	 An Employee will not be transferred involuntarily more than two (2) times 
during the Employee's period of employment with the Town. unless they 
agreed to be transferred on a voluntary basis. 
e.	 Any dispute concerning an involuntary transfer will be handled starting at· 
Step 2 ofthe Grievance procedure. 
f.	 Any Involuntary transfer made prior to May 4, 1995 will not be included for 
the purposes ofsubdivision "0". 
701.4	 Reorganization 
The parties, in anticipation of the reorganization being considered by the Town, 
agree that in the event that there is established new job titles, job titles are 
eliminated, work duties and/or responsibilities of present titles are altered, the 
parties agree to meet within thirty (30) days to negotiate as to the impact of such 
changes and/or reorganization titles. 
TITLE 8 HOURS OF WORK 
800 Work Day and Work Week 
A.	 The normal work day shall be eight (8) hours per day which includes a forty­
five (45) minute paid meal period. 
B.	 The normal work week shall be forty (40) hours per week Monday through 
Friday. 
c.	 The normal work day and work week as set forth above in "A" and "B" shall 
be flexible as in the past, to allow the Employees work day and work week 
to provide services to the Town commensurate to their workload and job 
duties. 
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800.1	 Town Offices. Public Access 
Except by pre-scheduled appoinlment. Town offices shall be only open to 
the public for the period that A.F.S.C.M.E. employees are working. 
801.1 Overtime. Exce,pt Parks and Recreation 
A.	 It is the intention of the parties that Employees, except the Working 
Superintendent of Highways and those Employees who work in the Parks 
and Recreation Department, who work in excess of their normal work day 
and/or work week be compensated. This shall be attained by the Employees 
accumulation of compensatory time and limited cash payment for overtime 
worked. The Working Superintendent of Highways shall be paid in cash, at 
the overtime rate, for all emergency overtime worked. Non-emergency 
overtime worked by the Working Highway Superintendent shall be subject 
to the provisions of801.1 and 800.2 ofthis agreement. 
B.	 It is requested that Employees adjust the startiIig time, meal period, and 
ending time of their work day as well as their work week to minimize the 
amount of overtime worked. For the pwpose of adjustment of work day and 
work week Employees are to consider Sunday through Saturday as a work 
week. During that work week Employees are entitled to not less than two 
(2) consecutive days offand any time worked in excess ofeight (8) hours in 
the work day and/or forty (40) hours in the work week shall be compensated 
in the form of compensatory time. Such compensatory time shall be earned 
at the rate of one and one-half (1-112) hours of compensatory time for each 
hour of overtime worked. Overtime of less than one (1) hour shall be 
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computed by the same formula. Effective January 1, 2005, employee's 
accumulation of compensatory time shall be limited to one hundred twenty 
(120) homs at any given time during the fiscal year. All overtime in excess 
ofthe maximum set forth above, must be paid in cash. 
C.	 Effective January 1, 2005, the maximum accumulation of compensatory 
time shall be one hundred twenty (120) hours with a maximum carry-over to 
the next year of eighty (SO) hours. Any member who has in excess ofeighty 
(SO) hours ofcompensatory time on the books as ofJanuary 1,2006 shall be 
paid in cash (at their 12/31/05 rate) for all compensatory time in excess of 
eighty (SO) hours. Receipt of this payment shall not exclude the employee 
from requesting payment pursuant to "0" ofthis Article. 
D.	 Employees are requested to utilize their accumulated compensatory time at 
times that are. convenient to the employer and are approved by the 
Department Head. The approval of the Department Head shall not be 
arbitrarily withheld. In those instances where the- Employee is. the 
Department Head. and is in the bargaining Unit, the Town Supervisor shall 
be considered as the Department Head for the approval of the taking of 
compensatory time. 
E.	 On or about July 15 of each year, Employees shall be paid in cash for all 
accumulated compensatory time in excess of eighty (SOl hours. Payment 
shall be made at the mte of pay due the Employee on June 30 of the year 
payment is made. The balance of the Employees compensatory time shall 
remain and shall be available for the Employee's use pursuant to "C" of this 
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Article or cash payment pursuant to "E" ofthis Article. 
F.	 Effective January 1,2005, upon separation from Town service an Employee 
shall be paid in cash, by separate check for up to one hundred twenty (120) 
hours ofaccumulated compensatory time due the Employee. The balance, if 
any, ofaccumulated compenSatoI}' time due the Employee shall be lost. 
G.	 Employees when requesting to use accumulated compensatoI}' time are not 
required to give a reason for such request. 
. H. Employees, upon request, may use all or any portion of their accumulated 
compensatoI}' time to extend or reimburse annual sick leave and/or 
catastrophic sick leave. Accumulated compensatory time may be used to 
extend annual vacation if approved by the Town Supervisor. Such request 
by the Employee shall be made to the Town Supervisor in writing not less 
than thirty (30) days prior to the extended vacation requested. 
800.2 Flex-Time 
A.	 Flex-time is defined as time worked by Employees, except Employees ofthe 
Parks and Recreation Department, to perform. the duties of their position 
which, as in the past, can be accomplished by adjustment of their nonna! 
work day and/or work week. Flex-time, when possible, shall be 
accomplished by adjustment of the Employee's starting time, quitting time, 
meal period and/or days. (i.e., flex schedules worked in the past by 
Department Heads and Board Clerk for attendance at regularly scheduled 
meetings of the Assessment Board., the Electric Board., Planning Board., 
Plumbing Board, P.R.C. Advisory Board., Sewer and Water Acquisition 
Committee, Zoning Board of Appeals, Town Board Meetings, and Town 
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Board Work Sessions. Members of the bargaining unit may be required to 
attend a limited number of the board meetings cited as examples when the 
Department Head is not available for good and sufficient reason. In those 
instances where the bargaining unit member is the Department Head or 
Board Clerk, the Town Supervisor and Town Board shall make reasonable 
effort to keep the Department Head or Board Clerk required appearances to 
a minimum). Flex-time, if unused by the Employee, shall be added to the 
Employee's accumulated compensatory time, at overtime tate orpaid in cash 
. at overtime rate ifthe Employee's compensatory time bank would exceed the 
maximum accumulation ofcompensatory time set forth in this Agreement. 
B.	 Effective January 1, 2003, upon three (3) work days prior notice by the 
employee's Department Heed, an employee may be directed to attend a 
meeting and utilize flex time (within twenty-five (25) work days), for time 
spent at such meeting. If the employee's attendance is required at that 
meeting past 11:00 P.M., such time after 11:00 P.M. shall be credited to the 
employee in compensatory time or be used as flex time at the option of the 
employee. This provision shall be available to the Department Head a 
maximum ofone (1) time per month. In the event that the Department Head 
fails to give three (3) working prior days notice this provision shall not be 
applicable. 
800.3 OvertiDie: Parks and Recreation Department 
A.	 Employees of the Parks and Recreation Department are entitled to overtime 
if they work over twelve (12) hours in any workday, fifty six (56) hours in a 
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workweek or more than one thousand fort (1040) hours in a six (6) month 
peri~ which overtime has not been previously paid for exceeding the daily 
and weekly maximum set forth herein. 
B.	 Payment for overtime shall be at time and one-balf (1-112) the Employees 
normal rate ofpay. 
C.	 The twenty-six (26) week period set forth in "A" shall be from January I to 
June 30 of each year and from July 1 to December 31 of each year. The 
workday shall be from 12:001 A.M. to 11:599 P.M. and the workweek shall 
be from 12:001 A.M. on Monday to 11 :599 on Sunday. 
D.	 Payment for overtime for exceeding the maximum daily or weekly hours as 
set forth in "A" above, shall be in cash and shall be paid not later than the 
second paycheck after the overtime was worked. 
E.	 Employees who work in excess of one thousand forty (1040) in the defined 
six (6) month period shall be compensated at time and one-half+(1-112) rate 
for all time worked in excess of one thousand forty (1040) hours, less any 
payment for overtime work by the Employee as set forth in "D" above. 
F.	 Employees may elect to receive compensatory time in lieu of cash payment 
for overtime worked. Effective January 1,2004, accumulated compensatory 
time may not exceed one hundred twenty (120) hours at any given time. 
Compensatory time which exceeds maximum accumulation shall be paid 
pursuant to 801.1, D oftbis Agreement. 
G.	 Employees are requested to utilize their accumulated compensatory time as 
time off, at times that are convenient to the employer and are approved by 
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the Department Head. The approval of the Department Head shall not be 
arbitrarily withheld. 
H.	 On or about July 15 of each year Employees shall be paid in cash for all 
compensatory time in excess ofeighty (SO) homs. Payment shall be made at 
the rate of pay due the Employee on June 30 of the year payment is made. 
The balance of the Employees compensatory time shall remain and shall be 
available for the Employee's use pursuant to "Gil of this Article or cash 
payment pursuant to "I" of this Article. 
I.	 Effective January 1, 2005, upon separation from Town service an Employee 
shall be paid in cash, by separate check for up to one hundred twenty (120) 
homs ofaccumulated compensatory time due the Employee. 
J.	 Employees, when requesting to use accumulated compensatory time, are not 
required to give a reason for such request. 
K.	 Employees, upon request, may use all or any portion of their accumulated 
compensatory time to extend or reimburse annual sick leave and/or 
catastrophic sick leave. Accumulated compensatory time may be used to 
extend annual vacation if approved by the Town Supervisor. Such request 
by the Employee shall be made to the Town Supervisor in writing not less 
than thirty (30) days prior to the extended vacation requested. 
S05 Work Report 
805.1 In the event of a transportation breakdown or acts of God, an Employee's failure to 
report for work will be excused, and he/she shall suffer no loss oftime or pay. 
S06 Pertinent Definitions 
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806.1 Permanent Part-Time Employee 
a Permanent part-time Employees who work on a regular basis, twenty (20) 
hours or more each week, shall be entitled to receive all benefits provided to 
allfull-time Employees covered by this Agreement. 
b. Permanent Part-time Employees shall not be used by the Town to replace 
.Full-time Employees on a permanent basis. 
806.2 Temporary Employee 
a Any temponuy Employee who works for the Town will be made a 
permanent Employee of the Town if they work one hundred twenty (120) 
work days, no matter how many hours they work per day, within a given 
year within a department. Such position shall be created by the Town and 
filed pursuant to this agreement or Civil Service Law if the position is a 
competitive position. 
b. Temporary Employees shall receive the same rate of pay as the starting 
salary ofEmployees within the same title. 
TITLE 9 COMPENSATION 
900 Wages and Salaries 
900.1 Employees shall be compensated in accordance with the wage schedule established 
in negotiations effective January 1. 2005 to December 31, 2009 as set forth in 
Appendix"A" attached hereto. Rates ofpay for all titles covered under this contract 
are as set forth in Appendix"An of this Agreement. 
900.2 Rates of pay are based on years of service with the Town in the Employee's 
classification. 
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A. Bonus Salary 
1) Effective January 1, 1999, the bargaining unit member(s) assigned as Drug 
Free Workplace Counselor shall, in addition to their annual salary as set 
forth in Appendix "A" attached to this agreement, be entitled to an 
additional $2,500.00 per year in annual salary. 
2) Effective January 1, 2003, the employees holding the titles of Deputy 
Director of Code Enforcement shall, included in the salary as reflected in 
Appendix "A", be entitled an additional Four Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars 
per year for attending a maximum of fourteen (14) meetings per fiscal year 
of the Zoning Board. If any of the fourteen (14) meetings covered by this 
section require hislher attendance past 11:00 P.M., he/she shall be credited 
with compensatory time for attendance after 11 :00 P.M. Any meetings 
above the 14 meetings covered by this section shall be computed as 
Compensatory Time. 
3) The employee holding the title of Senior Assistant Planner shall , in addition 
to the annual salary set forth in Appendix "A", shall be entitled to an 
additional· Four Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars in annual salary for 
attendance of up to fourteen (14) meetings of the Planning Board This 
additional annual salary shall be to compensate the Senior Assistant Planner 
for hislher attendance at up to fourteen (14) meetings per fiscal year of the 
Planning Board, he/she shall receive no other enumeration for attendance at 
those up to fourteen (14) meetings per fiscal year of the Planning Board 
and/or Committee Board, except ifsuch meeting requires hislher attendance 
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past 11 :00 P.M. he/she shall be credited with compensatory time for 
attendance after 11:00 P.M. 
4)	 a Effective January 1, 2003, the employee holding the title Deputy 
Director of Planning shall be entitled to Four Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars 
per year which is included in the annual salary set forth in Appendix "A" for 
attendance at up fourteen (14) meetings per fiscal year for attending fourteen 
(14) meetings ofthe Planning Board. 
b. Effective January 1,2003, in addition to 900.24) a, the employee 
holding the title of Deputy Director of Planning shall receive an additional 
Four Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars per fiscal year in additional salary over 
the salary set forth in Appendix "A", for attendance at up to fourteen (14) 
additional meetings of any kind in that fiscal year. If the Employee attends 
any meetings that exceed an 11 :00 P.M. attendance by the employee, such 
time after 11 :00 P.M.. shall paid in compensatory time. 
c. Any meetings above the twenty-eight (28) meetings as set forth in 
"a" and "b" of this subsection "4" shall be compensated in compensatory 
time at overtime mte. 
5.	 Effective January 1, 2003, the employee holding the title of Purchasing 
Director shall, included in the salary as reflected in Appendix "A", be 
entitled to Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00) Dollars per year for hislher 
work assigned by Local Law 1 of 2202 for coordination of Townwide 
technological implementation and maintenance. 
6.	 Effective January 1, 2003, the employee holding the title of Deputy 
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Comptroller shall, included in the salary as reflected in Appendix "A", be 
entitled to Four Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars for his,lher implementation of 
GASB Statement 34. 
900.3 Employees shall be entitled to an increment increase in wages on January 1, 
ifhired between January 1 and July 1; ifhired after July 1, annual increment 
shall be due them on the 2nd January 1 following their employment and 
each January 1 thereafter. Employees shall reach top wages for their titles in 
five (5) increments. 
901 Longerity 
Longevity payments shall be made to all eligible Employees in accordance with the 
schedule set forth below and shall be in a lump sum payment, by separate check, 
annually in the second full pay period of July of each year. Entitlement shall be 
based on years ofservice with the Town. 
901.1 Longevity Payment Schedule 
Completed Years of 
Service With the Town 
5 
10 
15 
20 
Effective 1/1106 
Annual Payment 
$1,175.00 
$1,675.00 
$2,175.00 
$2,675.00 
Effective 111107 
Annual Payment 
$1,250~00 
$1,750.00 
$2,250.00 
$2,750.00 
901.2 Employees leaving the service of the employer for any non-disciplinary reason shall 
be entitled to a pro-rated share ofLongevity earned from their prior anniversary date 
to date oftermination. 
905 Personal Car Use Allowance 
Employees who use their personal motor vehicle on Town business, with their 
Department Head or hislher designee's prior approval will be reimbursed at the rate 
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906 
TITLE 10 
1000 
1001 
1001.2 
promulgated by the Town Board for all Town Employees and will be covered by the 
Town for damage that occurs to their personal vehicle or any injury or damage 
which occurs which would otherwise would be covered by the Employee's insurance 
on their private vehicle. 
Professional Fees 
The Employer shall continue the practice of reimbursing Employees for any and all 
out of pocket expenses for tuition, books and certifications for professional 
registration and/or certification when such is incurred as a result of their 
employment by the Town and such requested registration and/or certification is 
required as a basic qualification ofemployment in their title. Courses in the field of 
their employment by the Town may also be reimbursed by the Town. 
LEAVE ALLOWANCES 
Bereavement Leave 
A leave with pay not to exceed five (5) consecutive work days shall be granted to an 
Employee requesting same in the event of death of the Employee's father, mother, 
brother, sister, spouse, child, mother-in-law, father.in·law, or grandchild. A leave 
with pay not to exceed three (3) consecutive work days shall be granted for the death 
of the Employee's grandparent and not to exceed two (2) days for the death of the 
Employee's spouse's grandparent, unless the grandparent or grandparent.in.law lived 
in the same domicile with the Employee, in which case five (5) days leave shall be 
granted. 
Personal Leave 
Entitlement 
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a Effective January 1. 2003. each Employee in the bargaining unit shall be 
entitled to four (4) days personal leave during each calendar year" 
b.	 Written requests for personal leave shall be filed a minimum of twenty-four 
(24) hours in advance; however, in emergency situations, the Town must 
only be contacted. at the beginning ofthe personal leave time. 
c.	 Failure to follow the proper notification procedure will result in loss of pay 
for the time involved. 
d.	 Denial of personal leave time shall be subject to review by the Town 
Supervisor and subject to the grievance procedure set forth in this 
Agreement 
1001.2	 Unused 
Unused personal leave shall be added to an Employee's vacation for the next year at 
the end ofeach calendar year. 
1002	 Sick Leave 
Effective January 1, 1996, the current accumulated unused sick leave bank of 
Employees shall be frozen at the number (100%) of accumulated unused sick leave 
days due the Employee on December 31,1995. 
B.	 During the month of February in the years 1996 and 1997, Employees may elect to 
receive payment for up to eighty (80) hours of sick leave accumulated prior to 
January 1, 1996. Such payment shall be made by separate check at the rate ofpay in 
effect for the Employee on December 31 for the February payment. 
c.	 Effective January 1, 1998, Employees may elect to receive cash paymeilt, by 
separate check, for up to forty (40) hours of sick leave accumulated prior to January 
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1, 1996. Such payment shall be made in February of each year and paid at the rate 
ofpay due the Employee on December 31. 
D.	 In the event of the separation from Town service of an Employee prior to full 
payment of unused accumulated sick leave entitlement, such Employee shall be 
entitled to payment of the balance on the Employee's last date of employment with 
the Town. In the event that the separation from Town service is caused by the death 
ofthe Employee, the Employee's heirs or estate, as the case may be, shall be entitled 
to the payment. Payment shall be made at the rate of pay due the Employee on the 
date ofseparation. 
E.	 Effective January 1, 1996, Employees shall be entitled to ten (10) work days sick 
leave per year, credited to Employees on January 1 of each year. Unused annual 
sick leave may be accumulated by the Employee to a maximum of twenty (20) days 
not including the current year's entitlement 
(1)	 When an Employee has attained a sick leave accumulation of twenty (20) 
days, the Employee shall receive cash payment for all or any portion of 
unused sick leave credits which were credited to him/her January 1 of the 
prior year at the rate of pay due the Employee on December 31· of the year 
that the Employee earned the sick leave. 
F.	 Effective January 1, 1996 any Employee who suffers an illness or injury which 
results in the Employee being absent for five (5) consecutive work days shall be 
deemed to have suffered a catastrophic illness or injury. In the event that an 
Employee suffers such catastrophic illness or injury such Employee shall be entitled 
to up to two hundred sixty (260) days ofcatastrophic illness or injury leave with full 
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pay and benefits during their tenure as a member ofthe bargaining unit. 
(1) Pregnant employees may use Catastrophic Dlness Leave for the duration of 
the time which their attending physician advises the Town that the 
employee, for the medical condition of the employee, should not be working 
to the time the attending physician determines that the employee's medical 
condition permits the employee to return to work. 
(2) On July 1 and December 1 of each year an Employee may elect to add to 
hislher allowable catastrophic leave a maximum of five (5) days to be 
deducted from the Employee's accumulated compensatory time, but in no 
event shall the Employee's catastrophic leave bank: exceed two hundred sixty 
(260) days. 
(3) In the event the Union and the Town are in dispute as to "catastrophic illness 
or injury" the matter shall be resolved through the Grievance and Arbitration 
Procedme set forth in this Agreement 
G. Employees who suffer ajob related illness or injury shall not suffer a loss of annual 
sick leave entitlement nor catastrophic illness or injury entitlement provided the 
Town receives reimbursement for the absence from the Town's Workers' 
Compensation carrier or its equivalent 
H. In the event that an Employee hired prior to January 1, 1996 suffers an illness or 
injury and has a balance of sick leave earned prior to January 1, 1996 due them and 
has utilized all hislher catastrophic leave due, such Employee may utilize sick leave 
earned prior to Janwuy 1, 1996. 
1003 Holiday Leave 
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1003.1	 Holidays 
The following days shall be paid holidays and will be paid no matter on what day 
they fall, except holidays that fall on weekends; in such case when a holiday falls 
on a Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed as the holiday, and when such 
holiday falls on a Sunday, the succeeding Monday shall be observed as the holiday: 
One-half (112) day New Yeats Eve General Election Day 
New Year's Day Veteran's Day 
Martin Luther King Day Thanksgiving Day 
Presidents' Day Day After Thanksgiving 
Good Friday One-half (112) day Christmas Eve 
Memorial Day Christmas Day 
Independence Day Columbus Day 
Labor Day 
1003.2	 Eligibility Requirements 
a. Employees shall be eligible for holiday pay under the following conditions: 
1)	 The Employee would have been scheduled to work on such day if it had not 
been observed as a holiday unless the Employee is on a scheduled day off, 
vacation, or paid sick leave; and 
2)	 The Employee worked hislher last scheduled work day prior to the holiday 
unless he/she is excused by the Employer, or he/she is absent for any 
reasonable purpose on that day. 
3)	 The Employer and the Union shall mutually agree upon reasonable purpose, 
in each case. 
4)	 If a holiday is observed on an Employee's scheduled day off or during 
bislher vacation or an Employee works not in bislher regular work schedule 
he/she shall be given a day in lieu ofthat day. 
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1004 Vacation Leave 
a. The following paid vacations shall be granted to all full-time and permanent 
part-time Employees: 
TABLE 1004a- VACATION LEAVB SCHEDULE 
Completed Continuous Vacation Period
 
Service (years) (in work days)
 
1 10
 
5 15
 
10 20
 
16 21
 
17 22
 
18 23
 
19 24
 
20 25
 
21 26
 
23 27
 
25 28
 
28 29
 
30 30
 
b. Vacations shall be taken on a seniority basis subject to the needs of the 
Town. 
c. Vacations can be accumulated for three (3) years. No Employee will have 
more than three (3) years worth ofcurrent vacation on the books at any time. 
d. Vacation pay will be paid in advance ifadvance notice is given not less than 
two (2) weeks prior to scheduled vacation. 
e. Vacation requests shall be submitted to the Department Head at least two (2) 
weeks prior to the requested vacation. Such requests will not be 
unreasonably denied. Notification of approval shall be given within two (2) 
days ofindividual request. 
f. Employees leaving the service of the Town for any reason shall be entitled 
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to a prorated share of vacation earned from their prior anniversary date to 
date oftermination, plus any vacation accumulated. 
g.	 Employees with departmental approval may draw vacation time in advance 
of their anniversary date, in no way can this exceed vacation time to be 
earned as of the next anniversary date. If the Employee tenninates 
employment prior to hislher anniversary, any unearned vacation previously 
taken will be a deduction from any money due the Employee as of the date 
ofseparation. 
h.	 Employees on vacation leave shall not be permitted to perform work for the 
Town unless under written permission of the Department head and/or the 
Town Supervisor. 
1.	 Employees who have accumulated unused vacation prior to January 1, 1996 
may elect to utilize all or any portion of such accumulated vacation time to 
their catastrophic leave timet provided that the catastrophic leave time shall 
not exceed the maximum. 
1005 Child Care Leave 
a.	 An Employee unable to perform the duties of her job due to disability 
incident to pregnancy or childbirth shall be entitled to use paid leave time for 
the period ofsuch disability or illness, as any other Employee who is unable 
to work due to disability or illness, including sick leave, holiday timet 
personal leave and supplementary leave, and to use any or all leave as she 
has previously accumulated. The Town reserves the right to request 
appropriate medical evidence of the duration ofany Employee's disability. 
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b.	 Child care leave of up to two (2) years without pay for care ofa newborn or 
newly adopted child shall be granted to an Employee upon written 
application at least one (1) month prior to the intended COmmencement of 
... 
the leave. During this up to two (2) year unpaid leave, the Town shall make 
available to the Employee participation in the Town's health and/or dental 
plan, the cost to be fully paid by the Employee. 
c.	 Employees, in addition to "a" and lib" above, shall be entitled to leave 
pursuant to the Family Leave Act. 
General Leave (From Westchester County Civil Service Rules) 
Any Employee who is temporarily physically or mentally unable to. perform hislher 
duties or who desires to engage in a course of study intended to increase hislher 
usefulness to the service, or who, for any reason considered. good by the Town 
Board, desires to secure a leave of absence from hislher regular duties may be 
granted a leave of absence without pay for a period not exceed one (I) year. Such 
leave of absence without pay shall be reported to the Westchester County Personnel 
Officer in the form prescribed by them. Where a leave of absence without pay has 
been granted for a period which aggregates one (I) year, a further leave of absence 
without pay shall not be granted unless the Employee returns to hislher position and 
serves continuously therein for a period of three (3) months immediately preceding 
the subsequent leave of absence without pay. Notice of such subsequent leave of 
absence without pay sba1l be approved by the Personnel Officer. 
In an exceptional case, the Personnel Officer may for good cause shown, waive the 
provisions ofthis role to permit an extension of the leave of absence without pay for 
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an additional period not to exceed in the aggregate two (2) years from the date of 
commencement thereof. 
Failme of an Employee to return to hislher position on the date of the expiration of 
such leave of absence without payor any authorized extension thereof shall be 
deemed a resignation from the service upon the date such leave of absence without 
pay commenced. 
During this period of unpaid leave the Town shall make available to the Employee 
participation in the Town's health and/or dental plan, the cost to be fully paid by the 
Employee. 
1007 JUlY Duty Leave 
Employees shall be granted a leave, with pay, any time they are required to report 
.for Jury Duty or Jury Service. Proofofservice shall be supplied by the Employee as 
soon as possible after Jury Duty is completed. Any payments for jury duty received 
by. the Employee, except payment flJr transportation and/or meals shall be turned 
over to the Town by the Employee. 
TITLE 11 SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFITS 
1100 Layoffs 
1100.1 a) Any layoffs shall be in the reverse order ofseniority and recall shall be in the 
order of seniority. 
b) This section is subject to Veterans rights as provided by Sections 80 and 
85(7) ofthe Civil Service Law. 
1101 Dental and Hospitalization 
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1101.1 The Employer agrees to provide Tmvelers Insurance Company Comprehensive 
Dental Expense Benefit Plan as set forth in the Plan Booklet attached and 
incorpomted as part of this Agreement The Employer will pay the cost of such 
coverage for full time and regular part-time Employees. Employees will be eligible 
for dental coverage on the 1st day of the month following their first anniverSary of 
employment with the Town. 
1101.2 The Town shall pay the full cost of the Municipal Employee Benefit Consortium 
Coverage and prescription plan of the MEBCO as set forth in the Plan Booklet 
attached to and incorpomted as part of this Agreement, and the regulations 
governing the State Health Insurance Plan for the Employees and their eligible 
families and retirees and their eligible dependents. Employees who, prior to 
December 31, 1995, were required to contribute toward the cost of the M.E.B.C.O. 
health plan or alternate coverage shall, effective January 1, 1996, be provided with 
fully paid MEBCO coverage or alternate coverage to a maximum. of the cost of 
MEBCO coverage. In the event an Employee shall prefer to adopt any other option 
under the health insurance plan or an HMO plan, he/she shall have the right to do 
so; however, any additional cost shall be paid for by such Employee by payroll 
deduction. 
Effective January 1, 2006, the Town may switch health insurance from M.E.B.C.O. 
to the New York State Employee's Health Insurance Plan, provided all other Town 
bargaining units are switched. 
Each employee shall receive a $250.00 "debit card" from the Town to help offset 
any increases in medical costs incurred by the switch. 
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1101.3 The hospitalization and medical provisions of this Agreement shall be available at 
no cost to the Employee, for all Employees and their eligible dependents covered by 
this Agreement 81;ld said benefits shall be available at no cost to the retiree, for the 
retiree and the retiree's eligible dependents. 
In the event of the death ofan Employee or retiree, the health insurance and dental 
plan coverage set forth herein shall be provided to the surviving spouse and eligible 
dependents of the Employee or retiree to the maximum extent available through the 
planes). 
1102.5 In the event that a retiree is employed after retirement and such employer provides 
health insmance on the retiree and the retirees eligible dependents, the Town shall 
not be obliged to provide health insurance until the retiree leaves such employment 
1102.6 Retirement means separation from Town service and upon the date of separation 
from Town service the retiree is entitled to benefits from the New York State 
Employees Retirement System on hislher date ofseparation. 
1102 Life Insurance 
All Employees shall be covered by Life Insurance policy that provides a death 
benefit equal to two (2) times the annual salary of the Employee and the spouse of 
such Employee shall be covered by a Five Thousand ($5,000.00) Dollar life 
insurance policy. Such insurance coverage shall be fully paid by the Town and shall 
terminate upon retirement 
1103 Retirement Plan 
The Employer shall provide: a) for each Employee coverage under 75(i) ofthe New 
York State Improved Career Retirement Plan, which provides for one-half (Ifl) pay 
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salaty for a period of not less than one (1) year. During this period the Employee 
and eligible dependents shall continue to be provided, at no cost to the Employee, 
with all medical and dental benefits set forth in this Agreement. 
Before an Employee elects to institute this benefit, the Eniployee may utilize any 
accumulated leave balance due the Employee. 
TITLE 12 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
1200 Labor-Management Committee 
1200.1 a. Upon request ofeither party, conferences shall be held between representatives of 
the Employer and representatives of the Union on important labor matters, which 
may include the discussion of procedmes for avoiding future grievances and other 
methods ofimproving the relationship between the parties. 
b. Arrangements for such meetings shall be made in advance and shall be held at 
reasonable homs. 
1200.2 A maximum of three (3) Employees acting on behalf of the Union shall suffer no 
loss oftime or pay should such meetings fall within their regular work hours. 
1300	 Term ofAgreement 
This Agreement is effective as of Janumy 1, 2005 and expires on December 31, 
~. 
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ENDORSE:MENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed the foregoing Agreement and have 
hereunto set their hands and seals: 
TOWN OF CORTLANDT 
Date: 
LOCAL 456, I.B.T. 
BY: r::;W (I~\__ Date:~1}f-'--11+-~"-1_ 
EDWARD D6YiE, JR., PresIdent 
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·" 
Town of Cortlandt 
Local4~ 
Salary Schedule 2005 
Grade 
4T 
IW! 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
!Wt§ 
16.01 
§l!J!.! 
15.24 
§!!It! 
14.53 
~ 
13.84 
Step1 
13,18 
5T NUTRITION MANAGER 16.81 16.02 15.26 14.54 13.84 
6T YOUTH ADVOCATE 
SR. REC LEADER SR. CITIZENS 
53.134 
25.~50 
50,480 
24.2694 
47,956 
23.0557 
45,559 
21.9033 
43,280 
20.8075 
7T 
RECREAnONSUPER~SOR 
YOUTH COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SPECIALSIT 
SR. YOUTH AIDE 
SOCIAL WORKER 
59,816 
28.7578 
56,962 
27.3856 
54,246 
26.0798 
51,664 
24.8384 
49.213 
23.6603 
8T 58,218 
27.9893 
55,445 
26.6562 
52,805 
25.3870 
50,291 
24.1783 
47,896 
23.0269 
9T 57,846 
27.8105 
54,956 
26.4210 
52,207 
25.0993 
49,595 
23.8435 
47,117 
22.6526 
10T BOOKKEEPER 
COURT CLERK 
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 
INVENTORY &SUPPLIES MGR. 
64,056 
30.7960 
60,830 
29.2451 
57,521 
27.6545 
54,901 
26.3947 
52,156 
25.0751 
11T ASSISTANT PLANNER 
WORKING SUPT OF HIGHWAY 
FACILI1Y ENV. PARKS MGR 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR 
OPEN SPACE COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR II 
68,600 
32.9808 
65,175 
31.3341 
61,916 
29.7675 
58,821 
28.2794 
55,882 
26.8662 
12T DISTRIBUTION SUPERINTENDENT 
SENIOR ASSISTANT PLANNER 
ASST. RECREATION SUPERINTENDENT 
79,074 
38.0164 
75,184 
36.1461 
71,494 
34.3723 
67,982 
32.6837 
64.982 
31.2412 
13T DEPUTY COMPTROLLER 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CODE ENFORC. 
DEPUTY DOTS PLANNING DIRECTOR 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
84,461 
40.6063 
80,571 
38.7359 
76,879 
36.9612 
73,369 
35.2735 
70,037 . 
33.6716 
14T ASSISTANT DlR OF TECHNICAL SVCS 94.820 
45.5864 
90,334 
43.4299 
86,068 
41.3788 
82,020 
39.4327 
78,172 
37.5826 
16T PLANNING DIRECTOR 106,437 
51.1717 
101,112 
48.6115 
96,059 
46.1821 
. 91,257 
43.8735 
86.694 
41.6798 

r. 
Town of Cortlandt 
Local 456 
Salary Schedule 2006 
~ 
4T 
TItle 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
~ 
17.14 
§!t2.! 
16.33 
~ 
15.55 
Step 3 
14.82 
!t!D.1 
14.12 
Step1 
13.45 
5T NUTRITION MANAGER 18.00 17.15 16.34 15.57 14.83 14.12 
6T YOUTH ADVOCATE 
SR. REC LEADERSR. CITIZENS 
56,906 
27.3587 
54,196 
26.0559 
51,490 
24.7548 
48,915 
23.5168 
46,470 
22.3414 
44,145 
21.2236 
7T 
RECREATIONSUPER~SOR 
YOUTH COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SPECIALSIT 
SR. YOUTH AIDE 
SOCIAL WORKER 
64,063 
30.7996 
61,013 
29.3330 
58,101 
27.9333 
55,331 
26.6014 
52.697 
25.3351 
50,198 
24.1335 
8T 62,351 
29.9765 
59,382 
28.5490 
56,554 
27.1893 
53,861 
25.8948 
51,297 
24.6618 
48,854 
23.4875 
9T 61,953 
29.7850 
59,003 
28.3667 
56,055 
26.9494 
53,251 
25.6013 
50,586 
24.3204 
48,060 
23.1056 
10T BOOKKEEPER 
COURT CLERK 
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 
INVENTORY & SUPPLIES MGR. 
68,604 
32.9825 
65,337 
31.4119 
62,046 
29.8300 
58,672 
282076 
55,999 
26.9226 
53,199 
25.5766 
11T ASSISTANT PlANNER 
WORKING SUPT OF HIGHWAY 
FACILITY ENV. PARKS MGR 
E~RONMENTALMONITOR 
OPEN SPACE COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR \I 
73,471 
35.3224 
69,972 
33.6404 
66,479 
31.9611 
63,155 
30.3628 
59,998 
28.8450 
56,999 
27.4035 
12T DISTRIBUTION SUPERINTENDENT 
SENIOR ASSISTANT PLANNER 
ASST. RECREATION SUPERINTENDENT 
84,688 
40.7156 
80,656 
38.n67 
76,687 
36.8690 
72,924 
35.0597 
69,342 
33.3374 
66,281 
31.8660 
13T DEPUTY COMPTROLLER 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CODE ENFORC. 
DEPUTY DOTS PlANNING DIRECTOR 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
90,458 
43.4893 
86,150 
41.4184 
82,182 
39.5106 
78,417 
37.7004 
74,836 
·35.9790 
71,438 
34.3450 
14T ASSISTANT DIR OF TECHNICAL SVCS 101,552 
48.8230 
96,716 
46.4981 
92,141 
44.2984 
87,789 
42.2063 
83,660 
40.2213 
79,735 
38.3343 
16T PLANNING DIRECTOR 113,994 
54.8049· 
108,566 
52.1951 
103,134 
49.5838 
97,980 
47.1058 
93,082 
44.7510 
88,428 
42.5134 

I', 
Town of Cortlandt 
Local 456 
Sa!ary Schedule 2007 
~ 
4T 
Im! 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
§!!IL§ 
17.66 
Du!.! 
16.82 
~ 
16.02 
~ 
15.27 
JDIll 
14.54 
mw. 
13.85 
5T NUTRITION MANAGER 18.54 17.66 , 16.83 16.04 1528 14.54 
6T YOUTH ADVOCATE 
SR. REC LEADER SR. CITIZENS 
58,613 
28.1794 
55,822 
26.8376 
53,035 
25.4974 
50,382 
24.2223 
47,864 
23.0117 
45,470 
21.8603 
7T 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR 
. YOUTH COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SPECIALSIT 
SR. YOUTH AIDE 
SOCIAL WORKER 
65,985 
31.7236 
62,843 
30.2129 
59,844 
28.n13 
56,991 
27.3994 
54,278 
26.0952 
51,704 
24.8575 
8T 64,222 
30.8758 
61,163 
29.4055 
58,250 
28.0050 
55,4n 
26.6716 
52,835 
25.4017 
50,320 
24.1921 
9T 63,611 
30.6786 
60,773 
29.2177 
57,736 
21.7579 
54,848 
26.3693 
52,104 
25.0500 
49,501 
23.7988 
10T BOOKKEEPER 
COURT CLERK 
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 
INVENTORY & SUPPLIES MGR. 
70,662 
33.9720 
67,297 
32.3543 
63,908 
30.7249 
60,432 
29.0538 
57,679 
27.7303 
54,795 
26.3439 
11T ASSISTANT PLANNER 
WORKING SUPT OF HIGHWAY 
FACILITY ENV. PAR/<S MGR 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR 
OPEN SPACE COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR II 
75,675 
36.3821 
72,071 
34.6496 
68,473 
32.9198 
65,049 
31.2737 
61,798 
29.7104 
58,709 
28.2256 
12T DISTRIBUTION SUPERINTENDENT 
SENIOR ASSISTANT PLANNER 
ASST. RECREATION SUPERINTENDENT 
87,229 
41.9370 
83,075 
39.9400 
78,988 
37.9751 
75,112 
36.1115 
71,422 
34.3375 
68,270 
32.8220 
13T DEPUTY COMPTROLLER 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CODE ENFORC. 
DEPUTY DOTS PLANNING DIRECTOR 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
93,171 
44.7940 
88,735 
42.6609 
84,648 
40.6960 
80,769 
38.8314 
77,081 
37.0584 
73,581 
35.3754 
14T ASSISTANT DIR OF TECHNICAL SVCS 104,598 
5O.28n 
99,618 
47.8931 
94,905 
45.6274 
90,423 
43.4725 
86,170 
41.4280 
82,127 
39.4843 
16T PLANNING DIRECTOR 117,414 
56.4490 
111,823 
53.7610 . 
106,228 
51.0713 
100.919 
48.5189 
95,875 
46.0935 
91,081 
43.7888 

" ,l 
Town of Cortlandt 
Local 456 
Salary Schedule 2008 
Grade 
4T 
Title 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
Step 6 
18.27 
~ 
17,40 
Step 4 
16.58 
Step 3 
15,80 
.Step 2 
15,05 
Step1 
14,33 
5T NUTRITION MANAGER 19.19 18,28 17.42 16.60 15,81 15,58 
6T YOUTH ADVOCATE 
SR. REC LEADER SR. CITIZENS 
60,665 
29,1657 
57,776 
27,7769 
54,891 
26,3898 
52,146 
25,0701 
49,539 
23.8171 
47,061 
22.6255 
7T 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR 
YOUTH COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SPECIALSIT 
SR. YOUTH AIDE 
SOCIAL WORKER 
68,295 
32.8339 
65,042 
31.2704 
61,939 
29.7783 
58,986 
28.3584 
56,178 
27.0085 
53,513 
25.7275 
8T 66,469 
31,9564 
63,304 
30.4347 
60,289 
28.9852 
57,419 
27.6051 
54,685 
26.2907 
52,081 
25.0388 
9T 66,045 
31.7523 
62,900 
. 30.2403 
59,757 
28.7294 
56,768 
27.2923 
53,928 
25.9267 
51,234 
24.6317 
10T BOOKKEEPER 
COURT CLERK 
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 
INVENTORY & SUPPLIES MGR. 
73,135 
35.1610 
69,652 
33.4867 
66,144 
31,8002 
62,547 
30.0707 
59,698 
28.7009 
56,713 
27.2659 
11T ASSISTANT PLANNER 
WORKING SUPT OF HIGHWAY 
FACILITY ENV. PARKS MGR 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR 
OPEN SPACE COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR II 
78,323 
37.6555 
74,594 
35.8624 
70,870 
34.0720 
67,326 
32.3683 
63,961 
30.7502 
60,764 
29.2135 
12T DISTRIBUTION SUPERINTENDENT 
SENIOR ASSISTANT PLANNER 
ASST. RECREATION SUPERINTENDENT 
90,282 
43.4048 
85,983 
41.3379 
81,753 
39.3042 
77,741 
37.3754 
73,922 
35.5393 
70,659 
33.9708 
13T DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CODE ENFORC 
DEPUTY DOTS PLANNING DIRECTOR 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
96,432 
46.3618 
91,840 
44,1541 
87,610 
42.1203 
83,596 
40.1905 
79,779 
38.3554 
76,156 
36.6135 
14T ASSISTANT DIR OF TECHNICAL SVCS 
DEPUTY COMPTROLLER 
108,259 
52.0478 
103,104 
49.5693 
98,227 
47.2244 
93,588 
44.9941 
89,186 
42.8779 
85,002 
40.8663 
16T PLANNING DIRECTOR 121,523 
58.4247 
115,737 
55.6426 
109,946 
52.8588 
104,452 
50.2171 
99,230 
47.7068 
94,269 
45.3215 

Town of Cortlandt 
Local 456 
Salary Schedule 2009 
Grade 
4T 
II!!! 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
step I 
18.64 
mm! 
17.75 
mm.! 
16.91 
§!!R.l 
16.12 
b.1 
15.35 
bR1 
14.62 
5T NlITRlTION MANAGER 19.57 18.64 17.76 16.93 16.13 15.89 
aT YOUTH ADVOCATE 
SR. REC LEADER SR. CITIZENS 
61,878 
29.7490 
58,931 
28.3322 
55,989 
26.9178 
53,189 
25.5716 
50,530 
24.2933 
48,002 
23.0n9 
7T 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR 
YOUTH COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SPECIALSIT 
SR. YOUTH AIDE 
SOCIAL WORKER 
69,660 
33.4904 
66.343 
31.8957 
63,178 
30.3740 
60,165 
28.9255 
57,301 
27.5486 
54,583 
26.2418 
8T 67,799 
32.5957 
64,570 
31.0433 
61,495 
29.5649 
58,567 
28.1572 
55.n8 
26.8163 
53,122 
25.5394 
9T 67.366 
32.3875 
64,158 
30.8452 
60,952 
29.3038 
57,903 
27.8380 
55,006 
26.4452 
52,259 
25.1245 
10T BOOKKEEPER 
COURT CLERK 
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 
INVENTORY & SUPPLIES MGR. 
74,598 
35.8644 
71,045 
34.1563 
67,467 
32.4361 
63,798 
30.6721 
60,892 
29.2750 
57.847 
27.8111 
11T ASSISTANT PLANNER 
WORKING SUPT OF HIGHWAY 
FACILITY ENV. PARKS MGR 
ENVIRONMENTAl. MONITOR 
OPEN SPACE COORDINATOR 
RECREATION SUPERVISOR II 
79,890 
38.4087 
76,086 
38.5798 
72,287 
34;7534 
68,673 
33.0159 
65,240 
31.3654 
61,979 
29.7976 
12T DISTRIBUTION SUPERINTENDENT 
SENIOR ASSISTANT PLANNER 
ASST. RECREATION SUPERINTENDENT 
92,088 
44.2731 
87.703 
42.1849 
83,388 
40.0904 
79,296 
38.1231 
75,400 
36.2500 
72,072 
34.6500 
13T DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CODE ENFORC 
DEPUTY DOTS PLANNING DIRECTOR 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
98,361 
47.2889 
93,6n 
45.0370 
89,362 
42.9625 
85,268 
40.9942 
81,375 
39.1226 
n,679 
37.3457 
14T ASSISTANT DIR OF TECHNICAL SVCS 
DEPUTY COMPTROUER 
110,425 
53.0889 
105,166 
50.5606 
100,191 
48.1688 
95,459 
45.8938 
90,970 
43.7356 
86,702 
41.6837 
16T PLANNING DIRECTOR 123,954 
59.5933 
118,051 
56.7553 
112,145 
53.9160 
106,541 
51.2216 
101,215 
48.6611 
96,154 
46.2279 

